
GENERAL RULES

STRAIGHT BET
WIN. You collect Win prize if your selection finishes first.
PLACE. You collect Place prize if your selection finishes first or second.
SHOW. You collect Show prize if your selection finishes first, second             
or third.
 Full track odds paid on the first $100.00 dollars wagered; afterwards, 

remaining odds are figured as follow:
Win 20 to 1
Place 8 to 1
Show 4 to 1

 For two year old horse races, limit payoffs are:
Win 20 to 1
Place 8 to 1
Show 4 to 1

 Limit payoff on any straight bet is $6,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 In the event of a scratch, money is refunded.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, there is no limit payoff.

For Jai Alai events, full track odds paid on the first $ 20.00 dollars
wagered. Afterwards remaining odds are figured as follow:

Win 20 to 1
Place 8 to 1
Show 4 to 1

Limit payoff on any straight bet is $ 6,000.00 dollars plus wager.
In the event of a scratch, money is refunded.
(This rule does not apply for Caliente Greyhounds).

TRACK QUINIELA
You collect Track Quiniela prize if you select a race first and second place 
finishers in any order.
If there is an entry or a field of 3 or more runners, the Track Quiniela bet          
is off.
 The limit is 150 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any Track Quiniela bet is $6,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 If a field or entry finishes first and second, the winning combination will 

be the field and show runner.
 In the event of a scratch, money is refunded.
 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 

combination payoff, the Track Quiniela limit will be 150 to 1.
 There are no consolation payoffs.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any Track Quiniela bet is $10,000 dollars 
plus wager.

TRIFECTA
You collect Trifecta price if you select a race first, second and third place
finishers in exact order.
 The limit is 1,000 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any Trifecta bet is $10,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 In the event of a scratch, money is refunded.
 In the event the designated Track or Jai Alai pays with all on any of the 

three places, that constitute a consolation because no one has the exact 
winning combination.

 There are no consolation payoffs.
 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 

combination payoff, the Trifecta limit payoff will be 1,000 to 1.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any trifecta bet is $20,000 dollars plus 
wager.

PICK ALL
In accordance with program's total races at the designated track.

PICK ALL.
You collect Pick All prize if you select the winners of all consecutive
designated races.
 To win the bet you must have an equal or greater number of winning 

races as the winning ticket(s) at the designated track.
 A consolation ticket(s) is one race less than the winning ticket(s).
 Winning ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 

establishments affiliated at Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those at the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 Consolation ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 
establishments affiliated at Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those at the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 In the event that there is no winning tickets at the designated track and 
there is one or more winning or consolation tickets at Caliente Race & 
Sports Books and its International Network, the winning tickets will split 
the designated track pool of the day according to their rules, without the 
carry over.

 If there are no winning or consolation tickets at Caliente Race & Sports 
Books and its International Network, there will be no payoffs.

 There is no limit to the winning Pick All payoffs.
 In the event of a dead heat to win between two or more runners in any 

race, all runners involved in the dead heat shall be considered as 
winners.

 There will be no refunds for scratches.
 If your selection is scratched, the betting favorite of the race at stop 

betting time will take its place.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.

PLACE PICK ALL
In accordance with program's total races at the designated track.

PLACE PICK ALL.
You collect Place Pick All prize if you select the winners or second place 
finishers of all consecutive designated races.
 To win the bet you must have an equal or greater number of winning 

races as the winning ticket(s) at the designated track.
 Winning ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 

establishments affiliated at Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those at the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 In the event that there is no winning tickets at the designated track and 
there is one or more winning tickets at Caliente Race & Sports Books 
and its International Network, the winning tickets will split the designated 
track pool of the day according to their rules.

 If there are no winning tickets at Caliente Race & Sports Books and its 
International Network, there will be no payoffs.

 There is no limit to the winning Place Pick All payoffs.
 In the event of a dead heat to win or place between two or more runners 

in any race, all runners involved in the dead heat shall be considered as 
winners or second place finishers.

 There will be no refunds for scratches.
 If your selection is scratched, the betting favorite of the race at stop 

betting time will take its place.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.

FUTURE BETS
This is a wager on future designated events such as: Kentucky Derby, 
Breeders Cup, Triple Crown, etc.
 These wagers are considered as a straight bet and pays according to 

the odds at the time the bet was placed.
 In the event of a scratch there will be no refunds.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.

HANDICAPPERS
Event that consists in selecting the partial and/or total winners of a race 
program, function or event.
 Consult the specific house rules.

SPECIAL EVENTS
This is a wager on certain designated events of International and/or 
National relevance.

These bets are consider straight bets and are ruled by the particular Rules 
and Wagering limits indicated in the corresponding betting sheet on each 
specific event.

RACE PROPOSITIONS
MATCH UPS.
This is a straight bet between two or more runners.
It pays according to the odds at the time the bet was placed.
To have action, all runners must start and at least one must finish.
In the event of a tie between match-up runners money is refunded, only
for those runners involved in the tie.
In the event of a scratch on any of the runners money is refunded.

PICK FIVE
ACCORDING WITH THE RULES OF THE DESIGNATED TRACK OR JAI 
ALAI, THERE ARE TWO PROCEDURES TO CALCULATE THE PAYOFFS 
FOR PICK FIVE WAGERING:

PICK FIVE. You collect Pick Five prize if you select the winners of five 
consecutive designated races.
 To win the bet you must have an equal or greater number of winning 

races as the winning ticket(s) of the designated track.
 A consolation ticket(s) is one race less than the winning ticket(s).
 Winning ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 

establishments affiliated to Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those of the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 Consolation ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 
establishments affiliated to Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those of the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 In the event that there are no winning tickets at the designated track and 
there are one or more winning or consolation tickets at Caliente Race & 
Sports Books and its International Network, the winning tickets will split 
the designated track pool of the day according to their rules, without the 
carryover.

 If there are no winning or consolation tickets at Caliente Race & Sports 
Books and its International Network, there will be no payoffs.

 There is no limit to the winning Pick Five payoffs.
 In the event of a dead heat to win between two or more runners in any 

race, all runners involved in the dead heat shall be consider as winners.
 There will be no refunds for scratches.
 If your selection is scratched, the betting favorite of the race at stop 

betting time will take its place.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.

PICK FIVE. You collect Pick Five prize if you select the winners of five
consecutive designated races.
 To win the bet you must have an equal or greater number of winning 

races as the winning ticket(s) of the designated track.
 There are no consolation payoffs
 Winning ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 

establishments affiliated to Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those of the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 In the event that there are no winning tickets with five (5) winners at the 
designated track and there are one or more tickets with a greater 
amount of winners at Caliente Race & Sports Books and its International 
Network, the tickets with the greater amount of winners will split the 
designated track pool of the day according to their rules.

 There is no limit to the winning Pick Five payoffs.
 In the event of a dead heat to win between two or more runners in any 

race, all runners involved in the dead heat shall be consider as winners.
 If your selection is scratched, the betting favorite of the race at stop 

betting time will take its place.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.

DAILY TRIPLE
You collect Daily Triple prize if you select the winners of three consecutive
designated races.
 The limit is 1,000 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any Daily Triple bet is $10,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 There will be no refunds for scratches.
 If your selection is scratched on an event, the wagering favorite runner 

for that race at stop betting time will take its place.
 In the event that one or more races are cancelled, money will be 

refunded.
 In the event the designated Track or Jai Alai pays with all on any of the 

three races, that constitute a consolation because no one has the exact 
winning combination.

 There are no consolation payoffs.
 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 

combination payoff, the Daily Triple limit payoff will be 1,000 to 1.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any daily triple bet is $20,000 dollars plus 
wager.

SUPERFECTA
You collect Superfecta prize if you select a race first, second, third and
fourth place finishers in exact order.
 The limit is 1500 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any superfecta bet is $10,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 In the event of a scratch, money is refunded.
 In the event the designated Track or Jai Alai pays with all on any of the 

four places, that constitute a consolation because no one has the exact 
winning combination.

 There are no consolation payoffs.
 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 

combination payoff, the Superfecta limit payoff will be 1,500 to 1.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any superfecta bet is $20,000 dollars 
plus wager.

SPECIAL PICK 5
You collect Special Pick 5 prize if you select the winners of five
consecutive designated races.
 The limit is 2,000 to 1
 Limit payoff on any Special Pick 5 bet is $10,000 dollars plus wager.
 There will be no refunds for scratches.
 If your selection is scratched, the betting favorite of the race at stop 

betting time will take its place.
 In the event that one or more races are cancelled, money will be 

refunded.
 In the event that the designated track or Jai Alai produces a payoff with 

less than five winners, that constitute a consolation because no one has 
the exact winning combination.

 There are no consolation payoffs.
 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 

combination payoff, the Special Pick 5 limit payoff will be 2,000 to 1.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any Special Pick 5 bet is $20,000 dollars 
plus wager.

PICK SIX
You collect Pick Six prize if you select the winners of six consecutive
designated races.
 To win the bet you must have an equal or greater number of winning 

races as the winning ticket(s) of the designated track.
 A consolation ticket(s) is one race less than the winning ticket(s).
 Winning ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 

establishments affiliated at Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those of the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 Consolation ticket(s) at Caliente Race & Sports Books and in the 
establishments affiliated at Caliente Race & Sports Books International 
Network plus those of the designated track will split the pool according 
to their rules.

 In the event that there are no winning tickets at the designated track and 
there are one or more winning or consolation tickets at Caliente Race & 
Sports Books and its International Network, the winning tickets will split 
the designated track pool of the day according to their rules, without the 
carryover.

 If there are no winning or consolation tickets at Caliente Race & Sports 
Books and its International Network, there will be no payoffs.

 There is no limit to the winning Pick Six payoffs.
 In the event of a dead heat to win between two or more runners in any 

race, all runner involved in the dead heat shall be consider as winners.
 There will be no refunds for scratches.
 If your selection is scratched, the betting favorite of the race at stop 

betting time will take its place.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.

PARLAY
You collect Parlay prize if you select 2 or 3 runners in different races or 
different tracks and they finish as winners, the bet should be either to win, 
place or show, all 2 or 3 runners have to be in the same bet order, and they 
must finish in the chosen order.
 The payoff limits are figured as follow:

Win 20 to 1
Place 8 to 1
Show 4 to 1

 The limit is 150 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any Parlay bet is $6,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 Maximum numbers of runners in a Parlay is 3 and minimum 2.
 In the event of a scratch a 3 runner Parlay becomes a 2 runner Parlay 

and a 2 runner Parlay becomes a straight bet.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any Parlay bet is $10,000 dollars plus 
wager.

PICK FOUR
You collect pick four prize if you select the winners of four consecutive
designated races.
 The limit is 1,500 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any pick four bet is $10,000 dollars plus wager.
 There will be no refunds for scratches.
 If your selection is scratched on an event, the wagering favorite runner 

for that race at stop betting time will take its place.
 In the event that one or more races are cancelled, money will be 

refunded.
 In the event the designated Track or Jai Alai pays with all on any of the 

four races, that constitute a consolation because no one has the exact 
winning combination.

 There are no consolation payoffs.
 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 

combination payoff, the pick four limit payoff will be 1,500 to 1.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any pick four bet is $20,000 dollars plus 
wager.

MUTUEL QUINIELA
You collect Mutuel Quiniela prize if you select a race first and second place
finishers in any order.
 The limit is 150 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any Mutuel Quiniela bet is $6,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 The payoff for the Mutuel Quiniela is calculated according to the 

following formula:
      win payoff x place payoff x 0.50.
 In the event of a dead heat to win, payoff will be calculated according to 

the following formula:
     (win payoff + win payoff) x (place payoff + place payoff) x 0.25.
 If a field or entry finishes first and second the payoff will be calculated as 

follows:
      win payoff x show payoff x 0.50.
 In the event of a scratch money is refunded.
 In a field with 5 or less runners, the Mutuel Quiniela bet is off.
 If there is an entry or a field of 3 or more runners, the Mutuel Quiniela 

bet is off.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any Mutuel Quiniela bet is $10,000 
dollars plus wager..

EXACTA
You collect Exacta prize if you select a race first and second place finishers 
in exact order.
 The limit is 300 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any Exacta bet is $6,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 If a field or entry finishes first and second the winning combination will 

be the field and show runner.
 In the event of a scratch, money is refunded.
 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 

combination payoff, the Exacta limit payoff will be 300 to 1.
 There are no consolation payoffs.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any Exacta bet is $10,000 dollars plus 
wager.

DAILY DOUBLE
You collect Daily Double prize if you select the winners of two consecutive 
designated races.
 The limit is 300 to 1.
 Limit payoff on any Daily Double bet is $6,000.00 dollars plus wager.
 If a runner is scratched on either one of the two designated consecutive 

races money will be refunded and there are no consolation payoff 
tickets.

 If the designated Track or Jai Alai does not produce a winning 
combination payoff, the Daily Double limit payoff will be 300 to1.

 There are no consolation payoffs.
 Entries and Fields go as one betting interest.
 For the following tracks: Aqueduct, Saratoga, Belmont, Santa Anita, 

Hollywood Park, Del Mar, Gulfstream, Churchill Downs y 
Keeneland, the limit payoff on any Daily Double bet is $10,000 dollars 
plus wager.

¤ Caliente Race & Sports Books reserves the right to accept, limit o refuse any wager prior to its acceptance.
¤ Caliente Race & Sports Books is not responsible for lost, stolen, altered o illegible tickets.
¤ Caliente Race & Sports Books reserves the right to add, delete or change the race book's rules and regulations.
¤ Players should check his tickets for accuracy before leaving the window; no claims will be accepted afterwards.
¤ Hold ticket until the event has been declared official.
¤ Tickets go as written and cannot be altered or disputed afterwards.
¤ The winner of a race or a game will be determined on the date of the events conclusion, according to the house wagering rules.
¤ Tickets are good for 60 days from the date of the event or race.
¤ Minimum and maximum wagers will be determinate by Caliente Race & Sports Books.
¤ In Mexico as well as in this establishment, the legal currency is the Mexican peso. Since the operators of the events generally 

establish the monetary unit for calculation of all bets and payoffs in American Dollars, this establishment presents on a daily basis 
the applicable currency exchange rate in order to assist you in making your wagers in Mexican pesos and in accordance with the 

CALIENTE RACE & SPORTS BOOKS
 From Mexico: From U.S.A.:
 Hipódromo de Agua Caliente Agua Caliente Racetrack
 Boulevard Agua Caliente No. 12027 P. O. Box 434309
 C.P. 22420, Tijuana, B.C. San Ysidro, Ca 92143-4309
 At´n: Gerencia de Race & Sports Books Attn: Race & Sports Books Manager

¤ Gambling is forbidden for people under 18 years of age.
¤ It is strictly forbidden the access to any Caliente Race & Sports book to:
¤ People under 18 years of age.
¤ Any person who intents to access carrying any type of weapon.
¤ Any person under the influence of alcohol or any illegal substance.

Effective starting January 1st, 2008.

aforementioned exchange rate.
¤ If one or more types of bets are cancelled at the designated Track or Jai Alai, money will be refunded.
¤ Every effort is made to avoid mistakes in the program sheet, but Caliente Race & Sports Books assumes no liability for errors.
¤ In remote betting centers, the company can deduct from the total prize payment on non pari-mutuel bets 4% corresponding to 

thoroughbred and greyhound races, 2% on sports, on pari-mutuel bets 3%, and 9% on drawings and electronic terminals. Also 1% 
will be deducted for services.

¤ The company according to the applicable laws in each case, can retain federal, state or local taxes from bettors on the winning 
amounts.

¤ If there is a special type of bet or event that is not considered under these rules, please ask your book manager for them.
¤ All wagers must be made before the start of the race, any wager made after the start of the race will be void.
¤ Winning tickets up to $1,000 dollars may be cashed by mail. Include with ticket a self addressed and stamped envelope and send 

certified or registered mail 10 days before the expiration date of the ticket to:

RACE WAGERS RULES & LIMITS


